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Abstract

The study seeks to explore existing literature on how MNCs are dealing with dual career couples for international assignees to accept international assignment and what these MNCs have not been able to provide so that contribution can be made to the existing literature. The study was exploratory research where the contributions of various authors were assessed to determine if dual career couples pose a threat for international assignees to accept international assignment. The exploration reveals that MNCs need to deal with issues associated with dual career couples since it contribute significantly to the rejection of international assignments. There are various strategies MNCs adopt in order to entice the international assignee’s spouse to give his or her blessing to the international assignment and mainly among them captured in the literature are providing a lump sum payment for the trailing spouse, inter-firm networking, assisting the trailing spouse to find job in the host country, engaging in reciprocal arrangement with other MNCs to find job for the trailing spouse in the host country and providing career support in order to make the trailing spouse skills, knowledge and abilities relevant to the host country job market. The study identified two strategies that could be used to deal with dual career couples which were not captured in the literature and these are the active involvement of the expatriate spouses in the recruitment and selection process and the use of virtual assignments by relying on the availability of technology for international assignments.
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1. Introduction

Current studies mention the significance of the spouse (and family) with reference to international assignment success (Bhaskar-Shrinivas et al., 2005, Caligiuri et al., 1998, Lazarova et al., 2010; Shaffer et al., 1999; Takeuchi et al., 2002, Takeuchi, 2010, Van 2011). The rise in dual career couples, along with other family-related issues make people immobile. Most proposed international assignees tend to reject international assignment because of family concerns whilst others reject because the partner of the international assignee will lose his or her job if the international assignee accepts the international assignment. This means the Multinational Corporation needs to deal with the career of the spouse as well as the international assignee. According to Tharenou (2003) and Dupuis et al. (2008), the willingness of the family of proposed international assignee to relocate has a positive influence on expatriate employees’ willingness to accept international assignments. This assertion is also supported by Gillian (1996) that the reason behind potential expatriates reluctance to accept future international assignment is due to family problems encountered during the earlier international assignment. A significant number of studies revealed that one of the major reasons why expatriates succeed during international assignment is not only dealing with the expatriate adjustment itself but also the adjustment of the spouse of the expatriate (Caligiuri et al. 1998; Fukuda & Chu 1994; Shaffer & Harrison 2001). Fukuda and Chu (1994) also added that the major reason most international assignments fail is as a result of failure to deal with spousal adjustment.

From the literature of Scott (2011), research has shown that over 30% of international assignments fail because of dual-career issues. Multinational Corporations (MNCs) are also failing to attract the best talent for overseas assignments since up to 50% of proposed international assignees are just not willing to consider relocation because of the potential loss of income of their partner. According to Meier (2010), between 65 to 85 per cent of the employees on long-term assignment have an accompanying partner and 40 to 60 per cent of these partners were employed prior to the assignment but vast majority of them cannot find a job in the new location. These findings pose a question as to whether accepting international assignment makes the assignee together with the couple financially worse off. If MNCs cannot provide financial and non-financial resources that are at par available to couples at the home country, then really international assignment should be seen as punitive measures put in place to bring hardship to parent or third country nationals. This is in line with the findings of Harvey, Napier and Moeller (2009) who were of the view that dual career families are more resistant to undertaking expatriate assignments primarily due to the difficulties associated with the trailing spouse not being able to find a job overseas and the potential net financial loss for the couple. The Brookfield Global Relocation Trend Survey 2010 also states that apart from family issues that force expatriates to turn down international assignment, the career of the spouse was seen as the second main reason why expatriates refuse to honour international assignments. Again with their survey in 2012, they reported that about 46% of international assignees sampled reported partner resistance to an international assignment as the major family related challenge. One cannot deny this resistance to be attributed to many different reasons such as social ties, quality of life and career aspirations. To the researchers, the most prominent one is career aspirations as 73% of the sampled international assignees rated the partner’s career as a critical or highly important expatriation challenge which may form the basis for refusing to accept international assignment. Considering the results of this survey, it means MNCs should not only look at the proposed
international assignee when making international assignment decisions but the spouse should also be considered in such decisions. Accepting international assignment is more of sacrificing for your company and as such it should be reciprocated by the company concerned (Sebastian 2013).

According to Expatica HR Survey which was conducted in 2009, dual career couples are concerned primarily about the loss of a second income and as such are not willing to accept international assignment if these two sources of income both from the expatriate and the trailing spouse cannot be replicated abroad. Based on their survey, respondents reported that employees’ reluctance to accept international assignments hinges on financial aspects which are loss of a second income and pension continuity. In the same survey, it was found out that although a wide range of support is given to dual career couples before and during assignment, repatriation support is limited thereby making the expatriate and the spouse financially worse-off upon returning to their home country.

Though many proposed expatriates may reject international assignments because of dual career issues, those who end up accepting these international assignments sometimes fail if dual career issues are not tackled by the Multinational Corporation. This is in line with a survey by Permits Foundation which reported that 21% of the organizations sampled for their study found out that failure to deal with dual career couple issues is the main cause of abysmal performance of their international assignees. When an international assignee fails in international assignment, there are numerous costs the organization incurs and as such one begins to raise issues on loss of return on investment. For instance, in a survey conducted by Ernst and Young in 2011, 85% of international assignees return home earlier than planned. Again, 15% return prematurely and this is seen as cost considering the investment made by the company.

The problem of selected expatriates not accepting international assignments is not only based on the fact that the spouse will lose the job at the home country but can also be attributed to problem of adjustment when both the expatriate and the spouse are repatriated to the home country. This assertion is in line with the research conducted by Harvey (1997) who found out that dual career couples have relatively consistent concerns and expectations prior to expatriation and upon repatriation to their home country. Again Harvey and Wiese (1998) posited that for proposed international assignees to accept international assignment, it is important for the spouse/partners to be aware of any assistance the Multinational Corporation will provide in job finding when repatriated and whether they will be able to return to a lateral or promoted job and comparable income. This puts the international human resource manager not only looking at things that need to put in place prior or during the international assignment but when the international assignee together with the spouse is repatriated.

The above literature points to the fact dual career couples and how MNCs handle it can have serious effect on the acceptance and success of international assignment. It is therefore necessary for us to look at the various strategies MNCs are adapting to deal with dual career couples and what can be done to make it more effective. According to Cole and McNulty (2011) there has not been a significant research on dealing with expatriate’s spouse before, during and after international assignment and this is probably due to the fact that human resource managers are under estimating the importance of the spouse and therefore see no reason to draw out
programmes effectively targeting at them. It is therefore important for us to look at the existing literature on how MNCs are dealing with dual career couples for international assignees to accept international assignment and what these MNCs have not been able to provide so that we can contribute to the existing literature.

2. Methodology for the Study

The main objective of the study is to find out if dual career couple issues pose a threat for acceptance and successful completion of international assignment and what strategies Multinational Corporations are putting in place to tackle this problem. In achieving this objective, the study was based on exploratory research whereby the researchers extensively explored if the available literature supports the fact that dual career couples pose a threat for the acceptance and successful completion of international assignment. In all twenty different authors were looked at based on their research findings on issues of dual career couples and international assignment.

Having looked at these various authors and their research findings on the above issue, the researchers continued by looking at programs and strategies MNCs are putting in place to tackle dual career issues to make international assignments lucrative based on existing literature. In all eleven different authors based on their research findings were looked at to determine the available programs and strategies put in place by MNCs to deal with dual career couples to make it appealing for assignees to accept and complete international assignments. The study concluded by looking at programs and strategies that are missing in MNCs policies in dealing with dual career couples so that arguments can be made for such inclusion in the available literature.

3. Programs and Strategies for Dealing with Dual Career Couples

Mohr and Klein (2004) supported by Kupka and Cathro (2007) were of the view that for a spouse to follow the expatriate on international assignment, the spouse has to resign from his/her job and abandon a potential career, which can impact on the expatriation success. To the writers, the prevalent problem faced by dual career couples in international assignments is the difficulty for the partner to find a job in the host country. Because of this, MNCs have recognized the importance of dealing with the challenges of dual career couples but the question is what policies and programmes are they putting in place to pave the way for spouses to give their blessing for partners to accept international assignment? The Brookfield Global Relocation Trend Survey 2010 cited language training, work permit sponsorship, assistance with education, lump sum allowance for spousal support, career planning assistance, employment search assistance in the host country for spouse and reimbursement for career enhancement activities as among the top strategies used by MNCs to get selected international assignees to accept international assignment. Dowling, Festing and Engle (2013) could not agree more than what was contained in the Brookfield report as the authors cited inter-firm networking, job-hunting assistance, intra-firm employment and on-assignment career support as among the strategies international firms use to entice expatriate spouses to allow their partners accept international assignment.
Bhaskar-Shrinivas et al. (2005) in their research findings which were corroborated by Takeuchi et al. (2007) found a positive correlation between trailing spouse adjustment and expatriate adjustment. This means that for an international assignee to accept international assignment there is a need for MNCs to deal with cultural and environmental shocks as well as differences in expectation of the trailing spouse. Lauring and Jan (2010) commenting on how MNCs can deal with the challenges of dual career couples used an ethnographic approach to study the behaviors of a group of women expatriates in Saudi Arabia and identified a number of social strategies such as the creation of networks and alliances that was used to develop and support their husbands’ careers. Looking at this strategy for dealing with challenges of dual career couples, it is obvious that such networks and alliances can only work if there is support from other MNCs who are willing to provide assistance to the trailing spouse usually in a reciprocal manner. Lack of cooperation and trust will render this strategy of dealing with dual career couples ineffective.

Pellico and Stroh (1997) in their research also pointed out that in most proposed international assignments, trailing spouses are not allowed to work because of work permits and visa limitations. In dealing with this challenge, most MNCs arrange for work permits, provide training that will remove language barriers as well as assistance in gaining qualification that will make the trailing spouse relevant in the host country job market. Harvey (2009) also commented on the need for MNCs to deal with the psychological trauma of the expatriate’s partner that are usually transferred to the expatriate and his or her family as a result of the trailing spouse losing his or her cherished job which cannot be obtained in the host country. Dealing with psychological trauma of the spouse involves MNCs setting up counselling unit within the parent Human Resource Unit and preparing the mind of the expatriate’s partner to give his or her blessings to the international assignment.

The use of adjustment phases of international assignments propounded by Black, Gregersen and Mendenhall (1992) can be a useful tool to conscientise the mind of the spouse before accompanying the expatriate to the host country. This involves explaining to the spouse that there are four phases (honeymoon, cultural shock, adjustment and mastery) the expatriate’s spouse will go through before finally he or she adjusts in the new environment. Though many MNCs do apply this tool but they limit its application to the selected international assignee thereby ignoring the spouse. It is still important to remember that the willingness of the expatriate’s spouse to sacrifice his or her job and accompany the international assignee in a new environment has a strong correlation with the acceptance and success of getting the selected international assignee to accept the international assignment. In light of this, MNCs should apply the tool in a holistic manner rather than applying it to only the international assignee.

Aswathappa and Dash (2008) in adding their voice to the management of dual career couples pointed out that the responsibility of the management should not be left to only the MNC but the expatriate together with the spouse can also assist. For jobs especially in the tertiary institutions were lecturers and other senior members are entitle to sabbatical leave which ranges from one to two years, the trailing spouse can ask for such a leave from his or her organization and accompany the international assignee to the host country. In this way, the trailing spouse still maintains his or her job at the home country and less financial hardships are encountered after repatriation. Though this strategy recommended by the authors is very good, it can only be applied in limited circumstances. In most organizations, sabbatical leave is granted once in
every six to ten years and if the expatriate spouse has not worked continuously for this number of years, he or she may not be to enjoy such privilege.

4. Gaps identified in Literature

International recruitment and selection is a process and when it ends it should be able to deal with all the anxieties that will make the international assignee and his or her spouse reject the international assignment. Though various authors have identified ways of dealing with the challenges of dual career couples when it comes to international assignments, what is missing and most international human resource practitioners have not concentrated much on is the involvement of the expatriate spouse in the recruitment and selection process. MNCs need to involve expatriates spouse in the selection process which interview plays a key role. During such interview, spouses should be tested on their knowledge of the host country proposed for the international assignment and their expectations from the MNC so that sacrificing their jobs in the home country will not bring warfare between the expatriate and the partner. Indeed, expatriates spouse expectation and knowledge of host country should form part of the selection process during such interview. Gradually, two MNCs that have recognized the importance of involving expatriates spouse in the selection process are Ford and Exxon. These two MNCs conduct spouse and family members’ assessment in the area of flexibility, patience and adaptability in the host country. Such policy is very good but there is little research as to how MNCs can adopt it to get the commitment of expatriate spouse and his or her family in assisting the expatriate to achieve the objective of the international assignment.

Another area which literature tend to be missing but more research can be done in order to solve the problem of dual career couples is how MNCs can make effective use of virtual and commuter assignments. Such assignments do not require the international assignee spouse to sacrifice his or her job in the home country since most of the time the assignee is in the home country. With the continuous improvement in technology, virtual international assignments can be effective without the physical presence of the international assignee.

5. Conclusion

The main aim that underlined the study was to explore literature on dual career couple issues and if it poses a threat for the acceptance and successful completion of international assignment and what strategies multinational companies are putting in place to tackle this problem. Literature available points to the fact that most selected international assignee tend to reject international assignment because of family related issues of which the job of the spouse plays a crucial role if MNCs cannot compensate for the loss of job of the expatriate’s spouse. From the research, available literature points to the fact that what MNCs are doing to deal with the challenges associated with dual career couples centers on providing a lump sum payment for the trailing spouse, inter-firm networking, assisting the trailing spouse to find job in the host country, engaging in reciprocal arrangement with other MNCs to find job for the trailing spouse in the host country and providing career support in order to make the trailing spouse skills, knowledge and abilities relevant to the host country job market. MNCs need to carefully look at these strategies and programmes and adopt them depending on their strength and situation in order to achieve the objective of the international assignment.
6. Recommendation for Future Research

Though various attempts have been made by various authors based on the available literature to deal with challenges associated with dual career couples, there is little research on how MNCs can draw spouses in the recruitment and selection process before the right international assignee is selected. Dealing with dual career couple should not be post recruitment and selection issue but it should form part of the process before the right international assignee is selected. Whilst this is a good way of dealing with issues of dual career couples, there is a need for research to be conducted in terms of its implementation in order to make it effective. In light of this, research on the topic; ‘involving expatriates spouse in recruitment and selection process for making international assignments effective’ is recommended for future research.

Again with the continuous improvement in technology, MNCs can execute international assignments without necessarily having the physical presence of the international assignee in the host country. The problem is that how can these MNCs capitalize on the availability of technology to make virtual assignments effective as a way of dealing with the challenges associated with dual career couples? Research on the topic; ‘the use of ICT in virtual assignments to avoid family related challenges associated with international assignments’ is also recommended for future research so that MNCs can adopt it effectively for international assignments without sending the expatriate to the proposed host country.
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